
THE CONTEMPLATIVE GAZE 
Psalm 11 
 

Placed at the beginning of this ancient poetic anthology 
is a very enigmatic psalm. It is actually a series of 
aphoristic couplets whose core is some action that is to 
be completed either by the reader or by the Holy One 
who inspired them. Collected together these aphoristic 
statements create a large mystical and imaginal space 
for the human heart and mind to roam.  

Embedded in this collection of sayings are spiritual 
images and ideals that will inspire later writings and 
writers in the tradition of Hebrew wisdom. This psalm 
also holds powerful apocalyptic images and it suggests 
moments of deep mystical vision. It sees our world in a 
clear and uncompromising way. It focuses our attention 
both on the world around us in its frightening 
conditions, but also encourages us to lift our sights 
higher into transcendent space in order to see the divine 
visage and the Presence holding us in existence.  

This psalm invites us to fly into the mountains like a 
bird. The imagery of a bird in flight, soaring into the 
high territory of the mountains is used a number of 
times in the psalms. Seeing the world clearly and in its 
temporal conditions is one that the wisdom tradition 
expresses universally across the writings of sophia 
perennis. Buddhists teaches this same condition of 
impermanence as a very mature form of spiritual 
awareness. Justice and clarity about injustice (seeing 
things not from an egoic, but from a transcendent point 
of view), is another theme that later prophets take up.  

This psalm also embraces contemplative vision and the 
meditative gaze as a mandala-like experience that sees 
divine enthronement as the source of a world and 

which tests us. Such a gaze heavenward allows us 
also to see ourselves held in heaven's gaze.  

All of these themes are the basis for the personal 
exchanges that take place between the human and 
the divine in the Abrahamic traditions. Heaven is not 
uninterested in humankind. Like a parent with a 
child, heaven is passionately interested and engaged 
with us, lifting our eyes (our souls and our lives) into 
a more mature form of being living in transcendent 
space. This is heaven's goal—the goal that changes 
us as our eye-beams lock when the human and the 
divine hold each other's gaze.  

 

Reflections on Image and Text:  
 
1. Each of the aphorisms of this psalm can stand 

alone or be linked to what comes before or after 
them, suggesting that we ponder the significance 
of each aphorism separately.  

2. In this poetic translation, the verbal action of 
each statement is emphasized as a command at 
its beginning. We are asked to do something, or 
we appeal to the divine to act upon us in a 
certain way.  

3. There is a strong prophetic and even apocalyptic 
element in this psalm. It looks at the forces of 
this world’s disintegration not unlike the feelings 
we may have about our world today. What are 
your feelings about our own future on this 
planet? Does the world appear to be 
disintegrating to you? 
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4. The poet expresses strong objections to the 
injustices found in the world and asks God to bring 
a powerful force to cleanse it away. What images 
would you use for this divine force? 

5. The fourth aphorism commands us to look upward 
to the heavens and to God enthroned in the Temple 
there. Why do we need to do this? 

6. The last aphorism commands us to seek the face of 
God. What does this term mean to you? Have you 
ever “seen” the face of God? How have you sought 
to behold that face? 

7. This psalm asks God to test us? What do you think 
of this idea, and if God would test us, how might 
that happen and how might you feel in the testing? 

8. This Psalm literally invites us to exercise the 
powers of our imaginations. Read each aphorism 
slowly, then allow a word picture to form for you. 
How do the images provided for this text help you? 
How would you change any of them to make the 
images even more vivid or more powerful ? 

9. Which aphorism or image draws your attention 
most? Why do you think this is so? Which aphorism 
attracts you the least? Why? 

10. What would you add to the list of words and 
images in this Psalm? What aphorisms and word 
pictures might you add to the list if you were 
writing his psalm yourself? Put these into poetic 
speech similar to this psalm-poem. 

 

For Your Notes and Journal Entries:  
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Lectio divina 
The Contemplative Reading of a Sapiential Text 

PSALM 11 
Fly, Fly Away Like a Bird 

 
1. Fly, fly away like a bird into the mountains, you said. 

        But I had already fled for refuge into God. 
 

2. Look at evil, how it takes its bow in hand,  
sets an arrow to the string, 

and aims to kill the true of heart! 
 

3. See, the foundations of the world are already shaken, 
so what are the ones who are in right-relationship to do? 

 
4. Lift up your eyes to the Sovereign in the heavens 
and fix them on the One enthroned forever there. 

 
5. Behold, the gaze of God rests on all humankind, 

and takes our measure at a glance. 
 

6. Test all of us, O God, the wicked and the good, 
    for you hate our wars and love of violence God. 

 
7. Rain fire and burning coals upon all wickedness. 

Sweep clean by your hot burning breath. 
 

8. Take delight in justice done, for God is just 
and you shall see the face of God and live. 

 
 
 

—translated by 
Lynn C. Bauman  
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